


From: Denis James [mailto:namteprac@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 15, 2006 11:15 PM 
To: sunrise@aspeneg.com 
Subject: scott crider 
 
hello folks well the truth is out it seems. after the meeting held at the 
Wynola Pizza on Dec 11 he is telling the ranchers that once they (SDG&E) get 
the ok by the CPUC to install their power line they will add aditional lines 
up to 6 in the same corridor. This is what the back country has been saying 
all along, give them (SDG&E) an inch and they will have wires strung all 
accross this country, you will find it hard to see the sky. You need to put a 
stop to this and do it now so SDG&E wast no more time and money. So they 
can't charge us higher rates to pay for that. This story was in the Ramona 
Sentinel volume 120 number 42 December 

14 2006  
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From: <Mpo711@aol.com>
To: <sunrise@aspeneg.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2007 5:31 PM
Subject: Opposition E-Mail

Page 1 of 1

1/31/2007

My name is Mark Polinsky, I reside at 7047-182 Camino Degrazia,San Diego,CA 92111. I am 
vehemently opposed to ANY Sunrise Powerlink proposal, especially anything that goes anywhere near 
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. Thank you. 











C03 0202 Ayer.txt
From: AirSpecial@aol.com
To: sunrise@aspeneg.com
Message-ID: <c5e.d21d63d.32f4cd8d@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2007 17:23:00 +0000

I received a Summary Report of Sunrise Powerlink Alternatives, and I  would 
like to get the following 3 questions resolved before the scoping  meetings 
scheduled for next week:
 
1) Figure 10 ("System Alternatives") displays a blue line labeled "500 kV  
Full Loop Alternative" which connects SCE transmission infrastructure  to SDG&E 
transmission infrastructure.  How exactly was the alignment  for this blue 
line derived?  Was it determined based on existing ROW within  SCE and SDG&E 
territories?  Does it involve widening an existing  corridor?  Or does it involve 
establishing an entirely new corridor?  
 
2)  It appears that the blue ""500 kV Full Loop Alternative" can be  made to 
terminate in exactly the same place and manner as the LEAPS TE/VS (since  
these two lines are co-linear in the south).  If so, how exactly  is the LEAPS 
TE/VS functionally different?  If they are  functionally the same and can be made 
to terminate on the south end in the exact  same way, why is LEAPS TE/VS 
considered an alternative if the "500 kV Full Loop  Alternative" is rejected as 
merely an extension of the proposed  project?   
 
3)  In Figure 10, The LEAPS TE/VS line is depicted as ending without a  
connection to any existing SDG&E line, but the LEAPS project itself assumes  it 
will connect to an existing 230 kV "Talega-Escondido" line. First  of all, how 
can CPUC consider LEAPS TE/VS to be an alternative to Sunrise  if it doesn't 
even terminate in a 500 kV SDG&E connection?   Secondly, if CPUC assumes that the 
 230 kV "Talega-Escondido" line  will be upgraded to 500 kV to make LEAPS 
TE/VS a more viable alternative,  then why doesn't the discussion of LEAPS TE/VS 
include this upgrade and actually  depict it on Figure 10?  
 
In addition, I recommend that Figure 10  be re-drafted to show the  following:
 
A) The existing Talega/Escondido line as well as the Escondido  substation 
and the Talega Substation (Since they are part of  the LEAPS alternative),
B) The Serrano substation should be shown (since it is part of the LEAPS  
alternative) 
C) The "Greenpath" alternatives that CAISO is pursuing with such  alacrity.
 
One final comments:  
The summary report eliminates the Serrano/Valley Central 500 kV alternative  
citing substantial impacts, even though nearly all of it crosses urban  and 
rural areas (and probably utilizes existing corridors).  In  fact, it crosses 
only 5 miles of Forest Service land, In contrast, the  report completely 
trivializes any impacts of the LEAPS TE/VS line, which  will forge an entirely new 
30 
mile corridor through pristine National Forest  Land.  This uneven discussion 
of impacts is wholly inconsistent with  CEQA and NEPA requirements. 
 
I thank you in advance for your prompt reply to these  questions.  
 
Sincerely,  
Jacqueline Ayer
(661) 269-2588
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 From:   Sue Carnevale <esc_rob@yahoo.com>    

     [ add to contacts  ]

 To:  sunrise@aspeneg.com

 Cc:

 Date:  Sunday, February 04, 2007 04:03 pm

 Subject:  Stop Sunrise PowerLink

As an environmentalist and concerned citizen of San Diego who enjoys and values our open space, natural 
areas, and park system I strongly oppose the Sunrise PowerLink; particularly the alignment that goes 
through Anza-Borrego Desert State Park and other environmentally sensitive areas of our region.  
  
The natural areas in San Diego County are rapidly disappearing and the remaining open spaces are 
already severely degraded due to human impacts. Now we want to impact our State Parks. First we have 
the proposed toll road running straight through the San Onofre State Park severely impacting it; and now 
the proposed Sunrise PowerLink creating a visual blight and potential fire hazard in Anza Borrego Desert 
State Park. What are our parks, simply place holders for future human impacts? Why can�t we simply just 
leave some areas untouched and unmarked by human development? 
  
I believe that conservation of existing energy resources and exploration and development of alternative 
energy sources should be implemented before expanding traditional energy sources. Please do not further 
pursue the Sunrise PowerLink as proposed, and consider other options of satisfying our energy needs.  
  
Thank you. 
  
Sincerely 
  
Susan Carnevale 
3647 Caminito Carmel Landing 
San Diego, CA 92130 
  
esc_rob@yahoo.com 

The fish are biting. 
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.

 Text version of this message. (1KB)  
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From: Terry Frewin [mailto:terrylf@cox.net]  
Sent: Sunday, February 04, 2007 7:30 PM 
To: Blanchard, Billie C. 
Cc: Lnastro@parks.ca.gov; Senator.kehoe@sen.ca.gov; Senator.ducheny@sen.ca.gov 
Subject: Sunrise Powerlink 

I will be unable to attend the CPUC Hearing on February 8 so I will submit these comments. 
  
Though I live in Santa Barbara I visit Anza-Borrego State Park up to 4 times a year. 
I know the Park well and I and my family always enjoy our time there. 
  
For this reason alone I am strongly opposed to the Sunrise Powerlink project as proposed. 
  
If this project is to be built, it must avoid Anza-Borrego State Park. 
In addition, sensitive lands such as federally designated Wilderness Areas and state Wilderness 
Areas must be avoided. 
  
Please consider these comments as well as those attending the meeting. 
  
Thank you. 
Terry Frewin 
Santa Barbara, CA  
 





From: trish [mailto:trish@sciti.com]  
Sent: Sunday, February 04, 2007 12:24 PM 
To: Blanchard, Billie C. 
Subject: Sunrise Powerlink 

Feb. 4. 2007 
  
Project Manager 
Billie Blanchard 
California Public Utilities Comm 
505 Van Ness Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
  
I am very much opposed to the Sunrise Powerlink, from the Imperial Valley via ANY route into the 
San Diego area.   
In the San Diego Union Tribune recently there were two articles appearing in different sections of 
the newspaper, in one Mr. Avery stated that they (SDGE) would not purchase any power from the 
South Bay power plant once it was updated.  He gave several uncomprehensible explanations, 
something about it wouldn't meet the exact needs of power at certain times.  In the other, of 
course, he championed the idea and NEED  of the Sunrise Powerlink coming from the Valley.  
There are no thermal plants established or any other source at this time to transmit over the 
lines.   
SDGE needs to utilize plants and power that are closest to their needs and available.  They also 
need to concentrate on making solar systems for homes and offices become a reality, instead of 
spending billions of dollars to install these lines across our pristine state park, BLM lands, and our 
back-country. 
I suggest to you that SDGE (or Sempra) have much bigger plans in getting the lines installed and 
that is to provide power not to San Diego as suggested, but to take it to Orange Co. and L.A.   
That is the reason the powerline that exists to the south along the Mexican border is full, because 
they have sold the power to L.A. through 2010. 
Please stop this sham and do not allow the power lines at all. 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Stuart 
P.O. Box 1291 
Boulevard, CA 91905 
trish@sciti.com 
  
P.S. A response would be appreciated. 
 













From: Tim Sullivan [mailto:tks3@msn.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2007 9:08 PM 
To: Blanchard, Billie C. 
Subject: Sunrise Powerlink 

Dear Ms Blanchard - 
The purpose of this e-mail is to ask you to oppose the construction of the Sunrise 
Powerlink through San Diego County's beautiful back country and Anza Borrego 
State Park.  This construction would cause irrevocable environmental damage to still 
pristine sections of San Diego County, impacting plant and animal life.  The remote 
beauty of these places provides comfort in an age of rampant industrialization and 
materialism.  
Recent articles in the San Diego Union question the actual cost savings to the 
average SDG&E utility consumer and there seems to be reason to believe, in this era 
of global warming, that the source of power for this power transmission line will 
ultimately be coming from unregulated power sources in Mexicali. 
  
Again, I ask you to oppose this project. 
  
Thank you, 
Martha Sullivan 
1932 Euclid Ave. 
El Cajon, CA 92019 
tks3@msn.com 
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 From:   Betty Ball <b.ball1@cox.net>    

     [ add to contacts  ]

 To:  sunrise@aspeneg.com

 Cc:

 Date:  Tuesday, February 06, 2007 06:32 am

 Subject:  Sunrise Powerlink

Last month my family camped in Anza Borrego State Park. On our visit  
to Fish Creek we pretty much followed the route the proposed power  
line would follow. One of the great things about the desert is the  
fact that the views are long distance. The Powerlink project would  
negatively impact the pleasure we had on that drive! Having the  
Sunrise Power line run through a long established State Park like  
Anza Borrego and through the Cleveland National Forest would make a  
huge impact on the visual beauty of these parks. There must be  
alternatives to the proposed route of the power line or, better yet,  
alternatives to the power line its self including renewable power  
sources. 
 
Unfortunately we will not be able to attend any of the Public  
Hearings, but we want our opinion to be counted. Keep the power  
lines out of our state parks and national forests! 
 
Sincerely, 
Steve and Betty Ball 
2463 Dulzura Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92104 
619 281-2531 

 Text version of this message. (969B)  
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 From:   Aurele Gilleran <agillera@san.rr.com>    

     [ add to contacts  ]

 To:  sunrise@aspeneg.com

 Cc:

 Date:  Tuesday, February 06, 2007 10:01 pm

 Subject:  Proposed Sunrise Powerlink

The strained and varying justifications offered by SDG&E & Sempra Energy for the proposed Sunrise 
Powerlink as well as the bizarre looping layout of the proposed line, lead us to only one conclusion. 

This line has nothing much to do with delivery of clean energy, nor with the realistic needs of our San 
Diego area community. It has everything to do with giving Sempra access to cheap fossil-based fuel in 
Mexico and delivering it to the gigantic and profitable Los Angeles basin market. 

We support the so called Non-Wires Alternatives. We would like to see Sempra & SDG&E invest an 
amount equivalent to the cost of the proposed project, into a rebate/incentive program designed to 
promote In-Area All-Source Generation. This program will have the effect of achieving all of the publicly 
stated objectives of the proposed Sunrise Project. It will have additional benefits in the area of national 
security and will ultimately lead to the return to public use, of tens of thousands of square miles now 
devoted to power lines throughout Southern California. It will also strongly support the Governor’s State 
initiatives, designed to foster greater use of green energy and would guarantee California’s role as a 
leading innovator in the production of green energy and energy self sufficiency. 

We in Southern California are uniquely favored with a climate that offers extraordinary potential for non 
polluting energy development and use policies. We must seize upon this opportunity and not allow 
ourselves to be hustled into a traditional, environmentally unfriendly and unnecessary project by a 
corporation which has already demonstrated during the 2001 artificially created crisis, its capacity to harm 
the public good through its past pricing and power rationing practices. 

We urge all of the agencies involved in the EIR/EIS process to reject the Sunrise Project and to insist that 
only non fossil fuel alternative be brought forward henceforth in this State. 

  

Regards, 

  

 Aurele & Linda Gilleran 

12262 Berea Court 

Poway, CA 92064 

858-578-1606 
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